Happy holidays from UIT!

USHE happy with smooth transition to UIT support

USHE is happy with the smooth transition to UIT support. The Office of the Commissioner at the Utah System of Higher Education recently transitioned to UIT support, which is helping the state agency to increase efficiencies, realize cost savings, standardize processes, and more.

Departing the U? Remember these tech to-dos.

Before leaving the University of Utah, try to remember housekeeping tasks related to university IT accounts, data, and technology services. This is important because, depending on your role at the U, your uNID may be deactivated, leaving you with a limited time to retain documents and data.

Node 4 top 10: The most-viewed articles of 2020

Without the collaboration of our colleagues at UIT Strategic Communication, UIT wouldn’t be able to publicize IT initiatives affecting the U community or amplify the top-notch work taking place within the organization. We extend our gratitude to everyone who shared their expertise, insights, and stories — and to our subscribers and readers!

Slideshow: 2020 UIT year in review

As we close the door on 2020, we’re reflecting on some of UIT’s most notable achievements, from COVID-19 projects to the MobileU app; events, such as the Milestone Years of Service week; and employee features and news, including two award winners.

IT governance

The Enterprise Web Advisory Council (EWAC) met on December 10. The Strategic Information Technology Committee (SITC) will reconvene on January 12, 2021. EWAC will regroup on January 14, 2021. The IT Architecture and New Technology Committee (ANTC) will meet again January 25, 2021. The next TLP meeting is to be determined.

UIT staff recognized for their excellent work

Updates & Reminders

Student safety contest

University of Utah Police is sponsoring a slogan and poster contest for students on community safety topics like cybersecurity.

UIT Service Guide

The PDF document provides a high-level look at UIT services and how we support our partners.

Holidays and closures

Review this schedule to keep tabs on 2020-21 university closure days and holidays.

UIT change moratorium


UIT news resources

UIT information resources for faculty, staff, and students.

Job openings

Direct IT career candidates to our jobs page.

UIT org charts

Summary of recent changes (in Box).

Fresh Faces (in Box)

Main UIT org chart

How are we doing?

Take a survey and let us know.